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I. INTRODUCTION
This technical memorandum will describe the flight test software for use with
the Mini-L LORAN-C Receiver. In order to describe completely the software programs
the interface hardware and timing are also presented. Also included is the description
of the address and data bus buffers used in the KIM-1 Micro-system 111.
II. ADDRESS BUFFER HARDWARE 	 t
The address and data buffers(ADB) are buffers that allow the easy expansion
of the KIM-1 Microcomputer System. Referring to Figure 1, the data bus is buffered
using two 8833 bidrectional data buffers. The 7400 logic gates provide the necessary
read/write steering logic necessary since the data bus is bidirectional. The 4 diodes
provide the decoding for a high impedance level on the KIM-1 data bus during all
times when the KIM-1 is accessing any internal (KIM-1) memory or peripheral. This
is necessary since the ADB described here are between the outside world and the
KIM-hand not the CPU chip and the outside world.
The address bus buffers employ 3 (three) 8097 tri-state buffers. Since the
address bus is an output-only bus,these devices are enabled at all times.
III. WORD GENERATOR HARDWARE AND TIMING
The basic word generator circuit is described in detail in NASA TM-54. Tle
circuit described here differs sor ewhat with regM to the signal inputs and signal
outputs from the one described in NASA TM-54 L11JJ. The basic purpose of the word
generator is to clock a counter at a 1 MHz rate and reset it at the GRI rate. If
the output pulse from the Mini-L LORAN-C Receiver is from the master loop, then
the word generator counter is cleared to zero. If it is from one of the slave loops
the value of the counter is clocked into the word latch, and, therefore, the KIM-1
can read the measured time in microseconds. Refer to Figure 2, the timing
logic, and Figure 3, the timing diagram, to describe the operation. The Master,
Slave 1 and Slave 2 are treated equally with regard io the interrupt generation.
Pulses are ORed to the D input of U16, which generates a 500 ns. pulse LTIME,
which is used to clock the latch. Device U17 forms the interrupt request to the KIM-1,
The D flip flop U27 catches and one-shots the master output and the latch made up
of U25 provides a test bit MTB to the software to determine the master. The CNTLD
signal is generated by U27 and this is used to clear the counters on the occurrence
of the master. Input LOREN is a LORAN enable output flag for software control
of hardware interrupts from the word generator to the KIM-1. The SIRQ and LIRO
are interrupt inputs that were used for earlier versions of the Mini-L receivers. The
DECODE O is generated by software and occurs whenever a read of the MSB of
the GRI word generator is made. This is used as a hardware reset as the normal
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read the word generator is reset. Figure 4 is the schematic of the counter and latches
for the word generator. The counters are clocked on the leading edge of the 1 'AHz
clock 02. The latches are clocked coincident with the trailing edge of 02 by Ll'IME.
This allows the counter outputs to stabilize before the contents of the counters are
latched. Also provided are an input and output port, U28 for irput and U19 and
U20 for output. These ports provide sense and flag capabilities to the software
program. Figure 5 is the address decoder for the word generator. It provides all
of the necessary address decoding for the various functions. It also provides a memory
select to the KIM-1 to provide a memory disable for bus access.
IV. FLIGHT TEST SOFTWARE
Figure 6 shows the initialization flow chart. This part of the program
sets up the word generator hardware. It also loads the interrupt vector locations,
clears and s0s all software data and flag locations. The background software is
entered directly. Figure 7 is the LIRQ interrupt service routine. This routine
determines whether the interrupt came from a master or a slave loop and also
keeps track of the average values for the time differences. Essentially this in-
volves adding the time differences of ten measurements, rounding the next to the
last digit and shifting right one digit to form an average of ten measurements. Also
this routine counts every 10th GRI to form a real time clock based on LORAN-C.
Figure 8 is the flow diagrams for the background processing. This processing
occurs continuously between interrupts. Its function is to receive and process
appropriate commands from the keyboard that determine what information is to be
displayed or stored. The functions that are provided are the display of either of
the time differences or the number of data points stored. In addition,, the software
will automatically multiplex out to a Rustrak chart recorder the last two significant
digits of both time differences. A pilot's guidance display (PGD) is provided and
either LOP can be selected to be tracked by the pilot. This PGD provides a 20 ps
left right steering information to the pilot. Figure 10 is the flow diagram for the
NMI interrupt service routine. This routine simply sets a flag that is sensed in
the background processing routine. This causes the current value of the GRI
clock counter and the two time differences to be stored in RAM. This allows for
the collection of data during the flight.
V. SUMMARY
The software and hardware described here are provided to allow an easy and
efficient way to collect and display data relating to LORAN-C position fixes generated
by the Mini-L receiver. The software provided here has been designed and structured
so that modifications and additions can be implemented relatively easily.
There are several subroutines used and they are documented along with a
complete program listing of the flight test software in the Appendix. Also provided
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In summary, the flight test software and hardware provided here allows
the user to display both LOP time differences. It provides storage for data points
that contain both LOP's and an elapsed GRI count. It also provides a display of
the number of data points stored, and finally it provides a pilot's steering command
from either LOP.
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Microprocessor System", NASA Technical Memorandum No. 54,
Avionics Engineering Center, Department of Electrica: Engineering,






A. Flight Test Software Operation. From cassette tape the program is loaded
in two parts. T e first part loads locations 0000-0150 Hex. The second part loads
locations 0200-05OF Hex. The starting address is 0204 Hex. The interrupt command
cable from the Mini-L to the KIM-1 Micro-System should be in place before starting.
To begin the program load 0204 Hex into the address on the KIM-1 display.
Verify that the IRO switch on the KIM-1 Micro-System is in the off position. Press
GO; the display should show cll zeros. If this is not the case, reload the program
and start again. To synchronize the software GRI clock with a known time, turn
on the IRQ switch on the KIM-1 Micro-System at a known time. About 1 second
after the IRQ switch is turned on the display will show the LOP 0 1 time difference.
B. Data Request Operation. To display LOP *1 time difference press the
"A" key on the Keyboard. To display the LOP *2 time difference press the "B"
key. To display the number of used data points press the "D" key. Pressing the
"ST" key wi I I save the GRI clock, LOP 0 1 and LOP d 2 to the data RAM for later
readout. Each press of the "ST" key will cause this data to be stored in con-
secutive memory locations in RAM.
To cause the pilot's guidance display to provide guidance with respect to
LOP *1 press the "1" key. To cause the same for LOP 02 press. "2".
The software is self-sychronizing and provided that the Mini-L power or
the KIM-1 Micro-System power does not fail the software will run continuously.
To stop the software requires a computer reset. If a reset is necessary, then before
starting the program again any data that has been recorded in the RAM data memory
starting at OE00 Hex must be saved, as the initialize routine in the flight test software
will clear all data to zeros. Record the start time for later data analysis.
C. Key Codes for Flight Test Software.
eY	 Description of Function
A	 Displays value of LOP 0 1 in real time.
B	 Displays value of LOP 02 in real time.
1	 Causes the pilot display to provide steering commands with
respect to the value of LOP N 1 at the time it is presented.
2	 Some as 1 except LOP 02 provides steering.
D	 Displays the number of data points already stored.
ST	 This key causes the current value of the GRI clock, LOP 01
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T H IS PROGRAM •TILL PROVIDE THE NECESSAPY SCFT'JARE TO
SU P PORT A FLIGHT TEST OF THE MINI- L PLL RECIEVER.
IT PFRFORMES MANY FUNCTIONS FOR :TOTH MONITORING THE
PROSRFSS OF THE FLIG H T AND ALSO RECOPOING SPECIF?C
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TO THE O°SERVED LORAN C TIME DIFFERENCES.	 IT CAN ALSO
PROVIDE A RELATIVE MEASURE OF THE TIME OF OCCOURANCE
OF A PARTICULAR EVENT PELATIVE TO THE GRI OF THE
LORAN STATIO;JS PFING TRACKED.
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CHID WA VERSITr AVICNICS FNGINFFP.PjG CENTER
U 7 . 5 . u
1".	 r 0'1' 9S 23 ATCA HEX 23.00
0 ^1„7 'j I
11- 0 ,, 2f, A T 0 3 HEX ^6.03
1	 i	 3 Ov.0.`• 5 A GI; P r'EX F99zo
11: 00"C 2i A.1I'1PT HEX 29900
0r,7D OC
1, C. ?C r.9T79 N EX 2C•93
U
112 G110 OC 00 VALUEI i?SS 2
113 Cr,12 UG 0'3 V4L UE2 PSS 2
114 GC14 0' E•VALU1 BSS 2
11-3 031 c) 30 00 BVALU? 3SS 2
116 C^14 GO ADATA HEX 00912
G^19 12
117 OJIs 2F AAVGA HEX PF900
uu1? 0c
Ili 001C 32 AAVG9 HEx 529CO
0017 ^0
113 012.0 OR -j 50029
12: 0' 1 i0 0^ 0,	 CO CLK isS 3
12: C^23 O r. 00	 00 TDA PSS 5
122 0025 00 ;O	 00 TDF RSS 3
12' 0029 OC ZO	 GO 5INn T RSS 3
124 0 ri2C 00 r,9	 CO BTD3 BSS 3
125 GC2F OC 00	 00 AVGA BSS 3
126 G132 GO OG	 00 AVG9 PSS 3
127 0 7 35 GG 00	 00 VALUES 9SS 3
12? U'38 CC Or,	 C; BVALU3 BSS 3
: ?.3 0'.+O OR , ;040
131 00 4 ^. C9 A V G HEX 199C"3
G^41 Cr7
131 a0-,2 ^O SEA: ass 1
132 0-j43 90 SE-1 BSS 1
13; ; .44 1,9 TC'iT HSS 1
134 3:45 .11 BTC'iT ?SS 1
135 0046 C7 DFLAG RSS 1
135 0047 49 GUIDE HEX 49
137 G0 4 5 ()U OPT., °SS 1
13>, 0049 0G STCRE F SS 1
13 q 014A 11 TFM" ?SS 1
14' 0J49 31 aTr- - P PSS 1
141 004C Cr. BYT- S °SS 1
142 02'0 CRr, t1200
143 C2-G '-1 )3 x Q 9 1DR L I R 0




Da POOR QUALI T Y
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0215 A9 02	 LDA =IXSO
-20-
w	 wt	 4w
LE Cv FLTES'T C CHIO U%IVE' SITY	 AVIONICS	 ENGINEERING	 CENTER
152 02'7 R f) 03 3n STA HCtjTRL SET	 HARD.4ARE	 INT	 OFF
153 G2 r A AD 'iC (.2 LOA XIR
154 02"0 30 FE 17 STA IROL
15`) 021 1; 'D it G LDA XIR1^+1
156 0213 R1 F 17 STA IRJL+1
157 J CL ':2 LOA Xh`!I
15 0: lv 9^j F: 17 STA N M I L
15'1 021C AD G3 C2 LDA KNMI.1
16^ L21F 6) F9 17 STA NMIL+l
161 02 9 2 A7 ?F LDA =19F
l6^ J % i^ 11 ;TA D o IA
16'5 02?7 A7 7F LOA =37F
164 0229 9^ 01 17 ST1 DPIA1
165 0S 7C A2 FF LOX =3FF
105 O?« SA TXS SET	 STACK	 POINTI'R	 T'1	 TOP
167 G22F A  09 LOA =I03
16 3 J231 85 4.: STA A V G
169 0:'.'.3 85 41 STA AV.3+1
17 1_' OP35 A9 t1E LJA =b^F
171 613 7 65 17 ; T A ADA TA+1
172 U239 43 00 LOA = ;C
173 L2. ,l 85 lQ 7TA AD ATA
174 C. 2!D A2 03 LOX =03
17 ,^ 027F 40 CC L)Y =^,0
17, 0241 91 iK LOOF14 STA (ADATA).Y CLEAR	 BYTE
171 0243 C3 INY I 4C R FME':T	 INDEX
17-'. 0244 17 FED 1":E LOOP14 JUMP TILL DO%E
179 0246 F6 19 INC ADATA+1 SUM P ADDRESS
18D 02 4 4 Ci. LEx TEST	 OUTSIDE	 LOOO
181 0147 10 F6 t-:PL LOOP14 JU'SP	 TILL	 DOVE
182 024 A) 0E LDA =L ;F
183 ;.2 Is', 85 19 )TA ADATA+1
184 G24F A"j OG LDA =09
:-^: C2':1 85 13 STA ADATA
135 2?]3 A2 14 L9y =2C
187 0255 95 20 LOOP13 STA CLK9X
19c 0257 CA CEX
189 025H 1^ F_, PPL LOOPlC
190 025A A? u = LDY =309
191 02 6)C 95 42 LOO^)11 CTA SE-19Y
92 u2 .E C= ;Er
191 U23F 1 , ) Fu PPL LOOP11
194 02 r,1 Av 49 L 0 A =341
195 02-3 R= 47 STA GUIDE
19; X255 =D 0." 30 LDA IN?UT
197 0258 A? 06 LDA =IOSO
19.3 u2i,A h 03 3G STA HC",TRL
199 0261 5 ., rL 
2	 C.
2 	 1 +




2',5 02EE. A5 46 BAKR1;9 LOA DFLa;





CHID UNIVERSITY AVICNICS ENGINEERING CENTE?
2!.7 L212 23 IF ANO =$7F CLEAR	 NMI
	
FLAG
2^o 0274 ?; 46 STA DFL A G 4---TURN	 FLAGS
2^9 i?76 A' 1^ LOY =XDATA
21 027ri 42 04 LOX =XCLK
911 G2 -1 A 2 ,, 66 C4 JSR SETU P 2 SET	 UP	 DATA	 AND CLOCK
?12 027D A; :'c. LDA =J8
213 027 = 2, F1 C4 JSR XFER tlOVF	 POSITION TO DATA	 STORAGE





215 02 0:3 Ia CLC CLEAR	 CARRY
215 C ;, 4 AS 4Q LDA DPTS GCT	 DATA	 POINTS ^0"JUNT
21t G2-6 6; :,1 ADC =G1 ^00	 GNE
218 02 88 85 4R STA OPTS SAVE	 NE !,► 	 DATA	 POINT	 COUNT
219 02r:A 08 CLO CLEAR DECIMAL MODE
22'_ 02"x.5 A5 1S LDA ADATA GET DATA ADDRESS POINTER
9 21 02AD 14 CLC
222 024E 69 0? ADC =09
223 0210 35 _, ^TA ADATA
224 0292 A5 1^i LOA ADATA+1 PAM, 13
22_5 0274 6 z -jC ADC =00 toWM QUAUW226 02`i6 85 19 STA ADATA+1
227 0298 A5 46 COUT5	 LOA DFLAG GET	 FLAGS
228 023A 29 10 AND =S10 MASK OPT	 BIT
229 029C FO 00 FE,) COUT5 JUMP	 IF	 RESET
23 - G2')E A9 0C LOA =00
231 02AG 85 F =3 STA DISP
23? 0242 A3 FA STA DISP+l
234 02.4 A5 42 LOA OPTS GET DATA POINT COUNTER
23L 02Y6 85 F9 STA DISP+?. DISPLAY DATA POINTS USED
235 02A6 4C CC C2 JMP COUTA
235 ti2AS A5 46 COUT6	 LOA DFLAG GET FLAGS
237 ;,2:0 29 40 AND =54 1, ''ASK	 TDA
23? 024F FO OF AEA' COUT7 JUMP IF RESET
233 0231 A2 OG LDX =XTDB
24: 02-, 3 AO OA LOY =XDISP
241 0235 20 85 64 JSR SETUP2 SETUP TDB OUTPUT
2.42 02-8 A3 G2 LOA =02
243 025A 21. = 1 04 JSR XFER '4OVE TD?	 TO	 DISP
244 G22D 4C CC 02 JM? COUN9
245 ii2CS A2 JS COt.T7
	
L:;X =XTDA
24; 02:2 AG OA LOY =XDISP
247 02C4 20 85 C4 JSR SETUP2 SET UP ADDRESSES
24fi 0207 A9 02 LOA =02 SET BYTE COUNT
249 02C9 23 F1 04 JSR XFCR 4OVE TDA TO DISPLAY
23 02CC A5 45 COUT8	 LDA BTCNT GET	 GRI	 COUNT
251 02CE C9 64 C`"P =100
252 02:0 Dc: CC PNE COUT9 JUMP IF EQUAL
253 0202 A9 ^O LDA =00
154 02^4 S3 45 STA BTCNT CLEAR COUNT
255 02D6 45 46 LDA DFLA, GET FLAGS
256 02,:8 49 FF FOR =SFF COMPLEMENT
257 G2CA 49 OF <OR =$OF COMrLEMENT	 MUX	 BIT
25k 020C 85 46 STA DFLAG SAVE BACK TO FLAGS
259 020E A5 46 COUT9	 LDA DFLA;, GET FLAGS
26 mi 02 7-0 23 20 AND =S20
?61 02F2 FG 12 REG CONTIC "RANCH	 IF RESET
-22-
.F	 : INI F. FLTEST	 C C H I J
	
UNIVE9 SITY
	 A V I C N I C S)
	
ENOINEF
	 I N G	 CENJTEU
2 1 7 L212 23 I F ANA = y 7 CLEAR	 N'll	 FLAG
2^o 0274 %+5 46 'zTA DFLAG R	 TURN	 FLAGS
2^9 u?76 A^ 1^ LDY =YDATA
21 0;'-!i A2 04 LJd =XCLK
2 11 t,2 -I A 2: 66 C4 JSP SETU D P SET	 UP	 .'IATA	 ANO	 CLOCK
'1.: 6;t7D LLA =J8
? l t, G27 C7 2; F1 C4 JSR XFER "O'JF	 PO',ITION	 Tn	 DATA	 STORAGE
214 C 2 j 2 = 9 EE'? SET
	 DECI' A AL	 MODS
i15 0?-!3 1? CLC CLEA'?	 CARRY
?15 C A5 4P LOA DPTS GFT	 O1TA	 PnINTS	 70'JUNT
rl v2 J1 1 :DD	 c,i'JL
218 02?8 85 4? STA OPTS SAVE	 NEW	 DATA	 POINT	 COUNIT
719 02 1-.A DR CLD CLEAR	 D E CIMAL	 MODE
22' 02{ y A5 1° LDA A D A T A GET	 DATA	 ADDRESS	 POI'JTER
1 21 024D 14 CLC
222 02HE 69 03 ADC =C9
723 6 21 35 13 7 T ADATA
:24 0272 15 1; L 0 A ADATA+1 11017,A1AL PAGE.
22b 0274 6 y S ADC _'_' 0
^001Q QL{ALTTY
226 0216 85 17 `TA ADATA+Z
227 0?9? A5 46 COUT5 LOA DFLAG SFT	 FLAGS
22P 021A 99 10 A`.D =$10 MASK	 DPT	 BIT
:'29 02_9C FO CD FE j CO;JT , JUMP	 IF	 RESET
23) G2	 E A9 ^C LDA ='OO
231 62A3 35 F 7 STA DISP
232 02 x,2 H; FA STA DISP+1
^.3-7 02.14 A5 42 LDA DPTS GET	 DATA	 POINT	 COUNTER
? 3 4 0246 85 F5 STA DISP+2 DISPLAY	 DATA	 POINTS	 USED
235 0246 4C CC C2 JMP COUTA
236 '.2 1 9 AS 46 COUT6 LDA DFLAG GET	 FLAGS
237 ; 2=D 29 4C A';D =S4" 'aSK	 TD'
23? 02..E FO OF DE:. COUT7 JUMP	 IF	 RESFT
23 y 0231 42 OF LOX =XTDB
24 O2-13 AJ GA i_DY =XDISP
241 02'5 20 86 64 JSR SETUP2 SETU P 	TD ;3	 OUTPUT
242 G2	 d A3 02 LDA =G2
243 ;?_?a 20 = 1 04 JSR XFER '1OVE	 -iD?	 TO	 DISP
744 C2 'D 4C CC 02 JM^ COUNq
245 u?'' j A2 'JS CON,TI L^X =XTDA
24 1; 02:2 4C IA LDY = X D I S P
247 G2C4 20 86 C4 JS=. SETUP? SFT	 UP	 ADDRESSES
74f3 0207 A9 02 LDA =02 SET	 nYTE	 COUNT
243 0?C9 ?0 F1 04 JSR XFER 10VE	 TDA	 TO	 DISPLAY
23 . 02CC 45 4;; CO%Tii LDA BTCNT GET	 GR I	 COUNT
12 51 02CE C9 64 CYP =100
752 02'0 D-J CC P"E COUT9 JUMP	 IF	 EQUAL
?5; 0202 A9 ^O LOA =00
'),4 02 7.4 ;3 45 ;TA BTCNT CLEAR	 COU'JT
255 02D6 45 46 LOA DFLAS GET	 FLAGS
256 02-,8 49 F P FOR =SFF COMPLEMENT
?57 G2.;A 4 j D < <O R. =SDF COMPLEMENT	 MIJX	 3IT
?5m 020C R5 4-^ STA DFLAG SAVE	 BACK	 TO FLAGS
259 0211E A5 46 COUT9 LDA DFLA,; GET	 FLAGS
26? 02ED 2) ?C AND =520
?61 02,7 2 FO 12 ,'.Er CONTIC I•RANCH	 IF	 RESET
-22-
:LE: ".ICK	 FL EST	 C	 01
262	 L'r. 1E4 45 2^i	 LOA T03+2
263 02E6 20 FA 04	 JSR BCO
264 02_3 C7 4,	 MODIFY CM© =S40
265 u2^9 9C 03
	 8CC NOCHG
266	 5e-=u 1', '	 CLC
2b7 6i - E ;9 4
	 AuC =14
26r.	 C2"'0 %!D 02 17
	 LOCHGo	 ETA CHART
259 02 = 3 4;, FE 02
	 JMP CONT11
27^ r2F6 A5 25
	 CORT10 LOA TDA+2
?7;	 32 = 9 ?^ PA r;4	 JSR ?CO
2191	 02:	 +C E'i L2	 JMP MJ7IFY
273 0?;E 2C SA IF COP;T11 JSR SETKEY
274 C3'1 C y nA	 CMP =SIA
275 C3.3 DO "I	 9PJE CONT12
276 C ; 45 4	 LOA DFLAG
277 U3 i7 29 1F
	 ANO =SAF
278 63::9 85 46	 STA DFLAG
279 03 1 B 4C 4; C3	 JMP COMT16
28; 03:E C1
	 C0NT12_ CMP '- SOB
251 0310 D0 0	 ;-1 NE CONT13
292 C312 4.5 45
	 LOA OFLAG
283 0314 23 EF
	 A.40 =SEF
284 G'16 39 4 .
	CRA =340
285 Cain 85 4	 STA OFLAr
244, 031A 4C 4'^ 03	 JMP CONT16
287 0310 Ci 01	 C0015 CK p
 =C1
288 C31F DO OU
	 3NE CONT14
281 0 321 AS 25	 LOA TDA+2
29"	 031.3 85 47	 `ZTA GUIDE
291 0315 AS 46	 LOA DFLAG
292 0327 29 F7
	 AND =3F7
293 6329 85 46	 STA DFLAG
294 G32B 4C 49 03	 JMP CONT16
295 032E C9 G2
	 CO'T14 CMP =C2
29; G330 00 00	 it!E CONT15
297 0332 A5 2R
	 LOA TDB+2
?9R 0'74 F%5 47
	 STA GUIDE
295 0376 A5 46	 LOA OFLA5
3 1-0 0338 C9 0?	 CRA =S28
301	 033A 8^- 40-
	STA DFLA3
302 033C 4C 4 y C3
	 JMP CONT16
303 633F C) CC)	 CONT15 CMP =S00
304 0341 G 0
	
PNE CONT16
305 0343 A3 4G	 LOA DFLAG
3G6 0345 ;9 1C
	
ORA =S10
307 0?47 45 46	 STA DFLAS
3C8 0',49 A5 46	 C0%T1ti LOA DFLAG
3^3 C^ 4 Q F;	 SED
31"	 6 7 =•C 29 Cc
	
ANO =%3A
311	 U S L = F; 0'-	 3E3 CONT17
312	 03-C 3A	 SEC
313 ^')j1 AS 41	 LOA GUIDE
314	 05 fj3 E5 2+-	 S^;C T09+2
315 63'15 4C 50 C3
	 JMP CONT2n
31 A 	J " r.8 Aj 41	 CO+',T 17 LOA GUIDE
110 UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER
LO'J OYTE OF TDB
CONVERT FOR OUTPUT
TEST FOR > 3't0
IF «40 DO NOT MCDIFY
AOD IFY FOR OUTPUT
OUTPUT TO CHART
GET LOW HYTE OF TDA
CO tJVcRT FOR OUTPUT
GET KEYBOARD KEY OXIMAV PA= if
TEST FOR A












JUMP IF NOT 1
GET LSE TDA
SAVE TO GUIDE WORO
RESET GUIDE BIT
TEST FOR 2
JUMP IF NOT 2
aET LS9 TDB
SAVE TO GUIDE WORD
SET GUIDE BIT
TEST FOR D KEY







JUMP I F RESET
SET CARRY
GET GUIDE WORD































































; 2E'4 45 2'i




6i 'E ;9 4''
L2 "?  9O 02 1 l
02 = 3 4;- FE' G?
r2F;, A5 25
J? = ? 2r FA 04
G  YC c = C2
0? r'E 2C 5A IF
C -^' 1 C y 0A
C3'3 Dr r
G 1  S 45 4',
13".7 29 ^F
63::9 8 ; 4i
i 3"9 4: 4i C3
03 _ C')
L310 D0 0-
C 312 A'5 45
0'14 2) EF
G:'15 .19 4:
L 1r '3^ 4r
G 3 1 A 4C 4) 03
031D c  P.
G 3 1 F D0 OU
0321 A5 25
JS?3 8^ 4;
C3 1 5 A5 46
0 327 29 F7
63?9 8=i 4:
G3?B 4C y,, 03
C4 62
G330 70 00
0 *^ 32 :5 2"
G3'4 h5 47
0 t A5 45
c 3 C9 0°
G33A HS 40
035C 4C 45 C3
G 33F C) CD
G 341 C.
	^E
03 4 3 A5 4S
v_` 47	 ^ 1L
u ` ' i 7 5 5 46
0'•49 A5 46
C14 Fh
6. C 29 C:^
0	 0.
03-iC 3A
1;3 )1 A 13 4
0 35 3 F5 2}
63'15 4C 5U C3
0', C;H Al 47
LOA T03.2
JSR ={C()
0:,I 17 Y C =$40
BCC `j0CriG
CLC
A':C = 44 C
NOCH^ STA CHART
J MP CO`1T11
COr%T1 .1 LOA TOn•2
J ;R '..CD








CO r•4T12 CMP =134
;NE CONT13
LOA OFLAG
A )D = REF
CPA =64u
STA DIFLAn
JMP C O'JT 1 6
CC.,T13 CP O =C1
^i'jE C0NT14



























(0 , .T1 -t LOA GUI')




JUM a I F NOT A
r,ET FLAGS
CLEAR DPT FLAG
;AV:: T) FLA rS
p-
TEST F02 B
JUA - IF NOT H
SIFT FLAGS
CLE 1 1 OPT yIT
S 7- T T r) : 9 I T
RFT+JPrl FLAGS
TEST FOR 1
JUMP 1 F NOT 1
GE T LSB TrDA
SAVE TO GUIOE dORD
RESET GUIDE PIT
TEST FO 4 2
JU MP IF NOT 2
GET LS9 T09
SAVE TO GUIDE WORD
SET GUI jE AI T
TEST FOR D KEY





SET DEC I IIAL MOOS"
MASK GUIDE EDIT
JUMP I = RESET
;ET CA RRY
GET GUIDE UOPO
SU'+T R ACT LSH TDR
GET ,UIJE VALUE
LOJ PYTE OF TOR
CO%Vt-'RT FOR OUTPUT
TEST FO,t ) Tl%O
IF x140 DO NOT `!CDIFY
AODIFY FOR OUTPUT








	 C	 ONTO U`.'IVF'RSITY AV1ON'ICS E'.;INLERI'15 CEP1TE rt
`.17	 C 7 5 A 3+	 Sf^
31 r 	0!59 E5 25
	 S3C TDA ► 2	 FOR*! GUIDENCE
31`^	 0;-iO C^ 2i	 CONT20 CMP =5.24	 TEST FO u >21
i2	 G3';F ""1 OE	 4cs 1 41	 IF >20 TEST IF >•0












	 C3',5 A9 49
	
LUA =s49	 SF1 CENTER VALU':
325 0357 6'2 05
	
LOCR12 1 D C =05
3; 6 	 0; r,9 C•1	 rE 	 ')LC INDEX
+27	 c.,	 :E L'?)?12	 L'1Uu TT i 1 . I !0EX ?FPO
5,'.:
	 ; 3 1,C 4C 6-1 03	 J''P CONT18
329
	
0!c.F C 	 PC	 N,I	 C ►"P = s ^ C	 TEST FO-: >R^
33'	 C"371 9^ 17	 :'CC CONTIB
	 IF 20< A <RO JUN'




' 13	 C _' 16 45 C 0
	
LDA =01
'34	 3 1 7A E5 4:	 S9C BTEMi'	 FORM CO'ADLE"1E'VT
'.35	 037. AA	 SU	 TAX
53; U37' F0 C?
	
2 E CENTER
; 37	 0370 AJ	 SEC
'3 si 037E A9 4,	 L04 :149	 SET CENTER VALUE
539 03 r,0 F9 35	 L00'13 3RC =C5
347	 0312 CA
34 1.	 03r'•3 J	 FCi	 914E LOOP13	 LOOS' TILL ZFRO
'.4..	 03A5 4C 8A 0.5	 oMP CONTIP
345 G3 = 8 A9 49	 CENTER LDA =349	 SET CENTER
',44 U3 ;sA D6	 CO%Tld CLD	 CLEAR DECIMAL MOUE
'45 00314 21 FA 04	 JSR 1000	 CONVFRT TO aINARY
`4l	 i39E 90 G	 17	 OUT	 STA "ETER	 WRITE TO METER
. I	 7391 A5 ^9	 LDA DISP	 XCHG DIS P LAY HIGH AND LOW BYTES
'_4 1	 a 3 23 14	 TAX
:4`; 0314 A5 F&	 LDA DISP+2
0375 65 r9	 STA DISO
551033b 36 F?	 STx DISP«2
352 033A 2C IF 1F	 JSR SCANDS SCAN DIS°LAY
353 0 ! i D 4C 6E 02
	
JMP ; KRND LOOP IN RACKROUND
554	 •




5 5 -,	 •
559	 0'_:.0 95 F3	 LIRA	 STA SAVEA	 SAVE A ACCUM.
36' 	 C3A2 63	 oLA	 GET STATUS
351	 0313 A5 F1
	
5T1 SAVEP	 SAVE STATUS IN IMAGE
'62	 U3 •5 29 1n	 A N 0 =%1'1	 MASK 9RK BIT
163	 03'•7 F 	 003	 ''E) UNIT	 JU`"P IF NOT SET
36 4	U', :.9 4C C5 1C	 J"P S A V E 1
365 U!-C A5 -1
	
UNIT	 L')A SAVEf GET STATUS
56e,	 0 S. F 4F	 PHA	 RESTORE AS PEFORE I"ITFRU"T
1,C7	 C3'F 64 F4	 QTY SAVEY	 SAVE Y AI141EX
116r	 G3'-,1 ^+4 F5	 STK SAVE X.	 SA'JE X INDEX
'_61 03?3 A) C2	 LUA = I X S 0 	 DISAELE INTERUPT;
37; 0 3-5 A0 03 3c	 STA HCNTRL










CLD	 CLEAR DECIMAL NODE




C'!P =C2	 TEST FOR INVALID INIF-X
!?E LI ERROe	 JUMP' Ir INVALID




LDA =XAV,3A	 SET L? AVE R AGE PCI')TrR
A f3C SE A]	 ADD SEA'JENCE
TAX	 READY FOR SFTU? ADD4ESS
^S a SFTU P 2 SET UP THE ADDRESSES
LOY =02
S:D	 SET DECT m AL MODE.
CLC	 CLE " D CARRY










ADC (VALU - 1 ),Y
';TA (VALUE'l),Y
C L D	 CLEAR DECIM A L MODE
L DX SE^.1





JSR ROUN')	 ROUND AVFR4GF VALUE
LDA =1P	 SET 3YTE COUNT
,1S? SHIFT	 DIVIDE EY 11.)
CLC	 CLE R CARRY
LOA =XTDA	 gACKDOUND TDA
ADC SEA,
TeX	 MOV;' TO x









L0O 0 6	 ST4 ( VALUE I) ,Y 	CLEAR AVERAC,F. 'VALUE
r-E Y
5PL LOO 0 6	 LOOP TTL DONE
LDX SE71	 GET SEOJENCE
}
n
ILE: P . 1 1 - •	 FLTEST	 C
	
0o I') UNIVr P SITY AVI WIT C" ENGINEERING CFNTEP
372 03-A 44
;73 u3	 -. A5 11
314 0' , 0 4K
575 3''E A5 12
M L S- C 4 -•
77 , 1" 1. A
31F L 3C3 4:
379 u3C4 Da
19 r' C! r 5 AD C4 30
3A R 30 65
143 03CC C9 12
384 03:.E F 56
3 L, 5 L 3'-) C A C C 2
3rg 6 03-2 10
R7 L 3 ^ 3 A= lA
380' 03-5 65 4P
SA'i 03)7 Al
39; u3 -1k 2'.- ?E C4
391 0 3J9 A0 02
.,92 03''O FF.
X93 C 3 - . F li?
194 03'c V1 1"
59 z 03': l 71 12
: 9 C, 63=3 91 1j
397 03;5 RE
;93 03E6 0 1 iC.
1,99 03 7 8 71 12
4';; 03_ A 91 1C,
4C1 01- C PR
4C2 03 7 0 ?l 12
4 13 L 3'.F 2, 3 0r
4';4 C Y 1 71 1C
It ^ L3 - 3 91 1C
4,6 Cj = S 93
407 C3FG A5 43
4 ;? 0	 ?, f^JJ 4^
4:9 03CA 1; 55
41' OTFC A? :► 2
h 11 0 3 F E 2C D4 044
412 04:1 13 :2
4,1 4 04;S 1
415 0 4'.' 7 :9
415 04'i9 65 42
417 U4	 9 AA
41.E U4 11'C 21 7U C4
419 L4--' r A`) 02
42 0411 2; Fl 04
421 0 4 14 A = C(-
42? 0416 : 62
'.J3 041? `)1 1C
42 4 , G411 'S
423 04.D 1^. Fs
42(- 041 r) A(, 4
-25-
li^,
_: !ti1C^ FLTEST	 C O^^I')	 W., IV F_RSITY	 AVI0NICS	 E^JGINEEPI^'S CENTER
•27 C41F A+ 99 LDA =S9 AVG-1
	
LOOP	 COUNT
%•s X471 ')3 4^ STA AVG.X SAVv	 TO	 D ROPE.R	 CCUNTER
•'	 ' G42-i 4C 51 04 J M P C014T2
s u4
	
Cj 1y r1 r' FR RCR LOA =CQ
•31 i 4?;; ^A 42 f 1 SEQ CLEAR	 SEyUENCE
.33 642C 4C 57 04 J".P COUT3 LOO,'	 BACK
34 042F '. G^ PA	 TER LDA =09
• 55 C431 'i5 42 STA SEO CLEAR	 SF;JUENCES
G4 i3 k 43 STA SE'lI
i _h ;4 I TCr1T U'" '	 3P. i	 C09"1TE'?
5 04'7 E6 45 INC B T C N T 3U'S"'	 BACKROUND
	
COUNTER
39 0419 ^•5 44 LOA TCNT
44": G4 )? C. Lh CYP =1^. TEST	 FOR	 10
••4I 04',0 5- 1 " ' JE CO`1T * IF	 '.CT	 10	 JUMP
'•4, • G4 i F 1. CLC CLf: AP	 CARRY
'643 044; C4 LDx =XCLK SET	 UP	 POINTER
•44 0442 20 34 C4 JSR ScTUP1
•45 0445 Ay C2 LOA =(12 )ET	 P.YTE	 COUNT
-4E. C447 2:, ?-- C4 .SR INC9YT 9U`iP	 TIME
447 G44A !q 0- LOA z:00
'•4+. 044C `::-- 44 STA T r NT CLEAR	 : RI	 COUNTER
+4 3 54'+E 4C 57 C 4 J"P C0NT?
u4`iI %,+ 42 C 0 N T 2 INC SE'l
•5; 04`3 L5 42 INC SE=l IWC4Et1E.NT	 SEO	 Bf	 2
:.5^ 0455 -6 4'_ INL SE01 INC	 SEO1
Y53 ( 457 6^ CO';T3 PLA RESTORE	 VALU E-1	 AND	 VALUE2
454 0'► 59 85 13 STA VALUE?+1
=75 ''.45A 6; oLA
- 5. C 4 5 R R5 12 STA VALUE2
• =.7 L 4 5.) ;,n PLA
•5 4:F S-$5 11 STA VALUFI+1
4 79 L4;7 63 PLA
46 - G4S1 A3 1'' STA VALUEI
461 C 4 G 7 != F5 LDX SaVEX ^ESTORE
	
x
47 "_ 0 4 5 J` :4 F4 LOY )AVEY	 ^ ESTCRE	 Y
' ► c,3 C467 A^ 0 30 LDA INPUT RESET	 i AFI.D'JARE
	
IR'l	 FLAN
•;4 L4	 A y9 u^ LDA =I0S0 n
t+o5 C4	 C 7 C3 3C IzTA HC'ITRL ENAPLE	 INT	 ?UPTS
+6b 046F 45 F3 LDA S^VEA RESTORE	 A
'167 0471 40 RT:
4	 :^ + n
{Ja t
47_ + NyI INTrRUPT SERVICE	 ROUTINE
471
47a
473 0472 85 F3 LNMI ST,^ SAVEA SAVE	 A	 ACCU'4.
4;4 C474 35 4^ LDS DFLAG CET	 FLAGS
t•7` 0476 y"1 t" 'RA =193
47:- 0476 85 4; "'TA DFLAS .ET	 NMI
	
FLAG
477 047A 15 P3 LDA SAVFA 41 RESTORE	 A	 ACCUM.
'+7 :- C 4 7 C 4 'TI RETURN
479 +
I#
'LE: MI C-( rLTEST C OH I()	 U"'IVEP.SITY	 AVIONICS	 ENGIN_ERING	 CENT F"?
482 • T ► r IS ROUT INF	 IS	 USED	 TO	 LOA()	 THE	 PPOPER	 OPERAND
4R3 • AJORESSES BEFORE	 ENTERING	 A	 SURROUTINF.
484 UPON ENTERI%G9	 TF•E	 X	 REG.	 HQ;	 THE	 ZEP0	 PAGE	 ADDRESS
4P5 • OP	 Tr'.E	 LS-:	 FO'	 VALUE'..	 TH E:	 Y	 RFG.	 HA")	 THE	 ZERO
49 ;, Pf GF ADDRESS	 F OR	 T4E	 LSB	 OF	 VALUt 2.
7 •
4^i 041D B5 Ci'; SET'JP', L JA PORGIN,X
49 L 4 7 F x5 12 -TA VALUE?





^T'1►493 4i 6 'TS
494 U4 y 6 AA SETUP? TXA
495 C4-,7 49 p-AA SA 	 :	 x	 INDEX
49; „4%8 93 TYA
497 J4"9 C A TAX SET	 UP	 SECOND	 I,`JDEX
49F L4^t 95 CG LOA ^3 0RGI"49\	 GET	 LSa	 POINT E R	 SECOND	 VALUE
495 04-C c5 1? "TA VALUE2	 SAVE	 POI , !TER	 LS ,i	 FOR	 S'JRPOUTINE
5 13G G L 'E 915 ,1 LDA PORGIN+1,X	 GET	 MS9	 POINTER	 SECOND	 VALUE
5 r ,1 C4 ?C 95 13 ;TA VALU E2+1	 SAVE	 POINTER	 MSB	 FOR	 SUBROUTINE
5•i2 1;4 =12 5=4 rL 
=03 L453 AA T.X P--STORE	 VALUE	 OF	 X	 INDEX
5^4 L494 95 CL' Sr T6P1 L:1 ;'ORGI'N9X	 GET	 L`"'	 F'DINT"R	 FIRST	 VALUE
5;5 G4'-16 5 1". ST:. VALUE1	 S4Vr	 POINTER	 LS?	 F OR	 SUE'DOUTINE
5^7 C44? F'5 01 LOA D ORGIN+1 gX	 SET	 MS'3	 POINTER	 FIRST	 VALUE
5	 7 6499 )15 11 STA VALUEI+1	 SA`JE	 POINTER	 MS9	 FOR	 SMAROUTINF
5':5 C4)C 6; PT PETU'N
5nq
51 ►
511 T,'IS RCUT1 14F	 .'ILL	 INCREMENT	 THE	 VALUE	 POINTED	 TO	 SY	 T-i
512 * ADDRESS	 I'd	 V1LU r 1 .
513 •
514 •
515 u 4 JD 13 INC°YT	 TAY SET	 UP	 INDEX
515 G4 y E FE `SED SET	 DECIMAL	 '-10DF_
517 G :9 = 18 CLC
51n 04A^u E1 1C LOA (`JAL'JE1),Y	 5ET	 FIRST	 BYTE
519 L4!^2 69 01 ADC =01	 ADD	 ONE
52" u4A4 =)1 1': ST9 (VALUEI),Y	 SAVE	 VALUE
>1 04..6 4C AF	 04 JMP CONT1
-22 0 41 9 Rl 13 LOCP9 L^A (VALUEI).Y
5?3 u4AB 59 ;1t, ADC =10
524 04AD 91 1, STA (VALUEI)•Y
1 525 0 4 A F , : C 0 % T 1 0"1P
521; 64?0 ct8 CEY
527 G4--1 30 7 4 BMI RETURI
528 C4?3 2- PLP
52.' L4' = 4 4C A)	 C4 J M P L09P7
55 • . L417 21 P.ETJRI	 °LP
531 u f+-- D li CLD CLEAR	 GF.CI'1AL	 MOCE
:.3'. Q4 = 9 5'. STS
95 4 * DIVIOE BY	 1;	 ROUTINE
5'b









0r1IJ UNIVERSITY AVICtiICS ENGINFF1IN6 C	 TL^+
53" u4'•D A7 03
53 4 G4 •F 4^ 5 4A
n4 04'1 •-'5 4C
^.41 X 4 73 A'; 9r
-.4 G4.5 1 1'
7143 ,,4; I ;,A
'544 J4'? 51 1^
545 34CA Cs
545 .4: C6 4C
-54}; 4^.F CA
547 ,J4,;1 1:1
55:' 04 	 1 11 EC







56 , C 4 "4 .-
561 04 7 .5 91 1 ^_
56 1 C4 7 7 29 Lc
56 7 04-9 C9 05
564 G4CP. 30 12
54,5 04 ^D F^
5 5^ E 1?
767 C4-F 31 1i
56 2 ;, 4 1	 1 S9 1^
i	 569 G4"3 91 1r•
5 7 : ' G 4- 5 % .i
571 i.'+_6 E'1 1`'
37? 04 - 8 69 00
57% Z4LA 91 1'^
574 ;	 4 c'C =.9
575 u4 1:O 10 F7
576 04t F D6






5 % 5 4F1 AR
5d(5 T 4C9 91 1)
5e7 64 7 4 71 12
5 F.h 04 r 5 99
5e5 04^7 10 F9
5 1) 0471 60
59 1
STA TEMP	 S4VE	 BYTE	 COUNT
LOX ' t,3	 C!IIFT	 COUNT–I
L0003 LUA TEMP	 GET	 ;iYTE	 COU.+T




LOCF2 LOA (VALuLl),Y	 FE:TC: '	 :3YTE
ROR A	 ,HIFT	 RIGHT	 1
STA (VALUFI),Y	 RESTORE	 BYTL
!NY -1UMP	 INDEX
EC 0 Y T F S	 ')f_C	 '?YTE	 COUNTER
'L L0J.'?	 LJ)'	 F I L	 Nr.-,.
C Fx )EC	 SHIFT	 000NTER
CLC CLEAR	 CA RRY
:?PL LOOPS	 LOO"'	 TIL	 NFr► .
RTS RETU (N
+ T--IS ROUTINE	 :ILL	 ROUND	 OFF	 THE
V^LUE POINTED	 TO	 RY	 VALUE1	 THE	 RESULT
* IS R^%iNED TO	 VALUEI.	 BYTE	 COU`JT-1
• SFOULD	 'AE	 IN	 A	 RFFO D F.	 ENTPY.
a
POt". 10 TAY SET	 9YTr	 COU'1T
LOA (VALUEI),Y	 GET	 BYTE
AND =$3F	 4ASK	 TOP	 HALF
C 11 =05
E MI CONT	 IF	 f"INUS	 RETURN
SE" SET	 DECRIAL MODE
CLC CLEAR	 CARRY
LOA (VALUEI).Y	 GET	 bYTF
ADC =SIC	 RU'1^	 TO	 ROUNil	 OFF
STA (VALUEI),Y	 SAVE	 BACK
BEY DEC	 I'1DEX
LO0 0 4 LD•1 (VALUEI),Y	 OET	 14FXT	 BYTE
ADC =CO	 ADD	 CARRY
STA (VALUCI),Y	 SAVE	 BACK
CEY DEC	 INDEX
-PL LOOP4	 QUIT	 I F	 INDEX	 NF'G,
CONT CL) CLEAR	 DECIMAL	 MODE
R T So RETUR`I
T-IS ROUTINE JILL MOVE THE C('\-TENTS POINTFD
TC 9Y VALUE1 TO LCCATIONS POINTED TO NY VALUF?.
r	 ON --NTRY A ACCUM SHOULli CONTAIN 11 YTF COUNT-1.
a
X F E a
	















59 ^ « T•ilS R IjUTINE	 WILL CO I IVFRT	 A	 p YTE	
FROM	 BINARY
5 9 r^ . TO a CD BYTE"	 TO PF	 CONVERTED	 FNTERS	 AND
L r—AV r—S T^IROU ) , i A	 ACCU•^e
:^yr
-97 •
59^- " 4 97 0 4'i !'CC PHA
`aVi , 4 =3 2j Fri P N 0 =IFC
O 4F D 4 , LSa A
<	 •• 1 O1,FF k ' „y STA ST0RF.
L S R :, ORIGINAL PAGE I8G, 3 u 5 ,1 4 `•
u: 4 05 1 2 1? C L C OF POOR QUAD TY
6u5 C5,3 55 43 tDC STORE
6;6 05;.5 A5 41 ST.1 STORE
^7 G5:7 6a aLA
o _ u 5'.
^•9 05	 A 55 4 IDC STORE
61 ^^ 6G "TS
- 1D SASS 2 .	 3 LRR J S
ILE: NICK	 SYMBOL
	
C OHIO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER
FY'16 A ^DR OFF P- FEP.ENCES
AAV.^A ^^lA 117
5AVS E , 1C 11.1 '-
A ,I';PT ,;OC 113
'ST0ti ;0= 111
P.CLK "104 10E
ADATA ' r,16 116 171	 173 179	 183	 135	 220	 223	 224	 226	 176
ADO'. 0361 321
A D I S P G0  10?
S TUA "DOS 107
ATDP 'U08 10R
AVG "14C 13^ 168	 169 408	 428
4V;A ;32F 1215
I VG2 Cr,32 126
°.AKR140 ".26E 2^5 35?
12CD ''4FA 59P. 263	 271 345
RINPT "029 123
3TC%T ;,345 134 2515	 254 431;
-iTDB 'J32C 124




6YTES ^	 4C 141 547 546
CENTER 7388 343 322 336
C ,! A :" 1702 57 26A
CLK '.:20 12C: 187
C9'JT 14EF 576 564
CONT1 C I-AF 525 521
CONT1^ C? r S 27`, 261
CONT11 0v P FE 273 269
CONT12 030E 2R" 275
CONT 13 031D 297 211
CONT14 032E 255 28P
CON T15 0_'3 F 3C3 296
CONT16 ',143 3^:i; 279 286 294 302	 304
CO`:T17 0359 316 311
CCN719 C384 344 329 330 342
CONT2 0451 45^ 409 429
CONT21 0?5D 319 315
CONJT3 X457 453 433 441 449
CONT5 "29 ,3 227 206
CON T6 f 2 A 5 2.36 229
CONT 7 1.2CO 245 23:8
CC:NT8 '2CC 257" 235 244
CO'JT 9 2DE 2511 252
0 F LA; :4; 135 2 0 5 208 227 236	 255
289 291 293 299	 331
OIS° r17F9 74 231 232 234 347	 347
OPIA1 1701 E,4 164
SPI42 1703 6E 162
.)oTS ^',148 137 216 218 233
':RR1R '.426 43C, 384







	 C	 OHIO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTE0






UIPUT 3 - OC 63
I0So '„CS 70
j	 IOSY. '004 71
IROL / 7FE 68










L00 D 3 ^48F 539
LOOP4 r 4E6 571








'g 0CH.i 2F0 268
.1 136E 329
OUT ''38E: 346









SE i ',042 131
SE01 0,343 13P.
SETUP1 0494 504
SETU 0 2 ^485 494
SETUP3 r47D 409
SHI T 48A 536
STORE ,49 138







195	 290	 298	 313	 316
























485 491 498 500 504	 506
527
411






191 388 416 431 4135	 450	 451
382 407 426 432 436	 452
444
211 241 247 390
41a
413
6;1 605 61,16 609
4'7 439 448




371 373 458 460 505	 507	 394	 396	 398	 400
4'4 405 423 518 520	 522	 524	 542	 544	 `.,61^
-31-
L I^
WJGINAL P,\- . .

































X FE? r4F1 5t>5










X = INDEk FOR
VALUEZ
RETURN
S E TO PZ










(A)-V Y I 1
C5-'! CY
(VAW E 1), Y
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Figure C-3. BCD Shift Flow Diagram.
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^A =0)+ 10+ Cy
(/1) -i ( JA U/ E 1) ,
(Yl = (7) -1
(IALuE
(A):: ta i . a
(A)	 ( 3ALOE












Figure C-4. Least Significant Digit Rounding Flow Diarram.
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^— —	 DMC PACE i,
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OF POOR QUALITY




( A) -- :Io STUNT
Rl(,kT 3MI:'r (A)
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•
Figure C-6. Transfer Data Flow Diagram.
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